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Abstract—In globalization of information, internet has played
a vital role by providing an easy and fast access of information
and systems to remote users. However, with ease for authentic
users, it has made information resources accessible to
unauthorized users too. To authorize legitimate user for the
access of information and systems, authentication mechanisms
are applied. Many users use their credentials or private
information at public places to access their accounts that are
protected by passwords. These passwords are usually text-based
passwords and their security and effectiveness can be
compromised. An attacker can steal text-based passwords using
different techniques like shoulder surfing and various key logger
software, that are freely available over internet. To improve the
security, numerous sophisticated and secure authentication
systems have been proposed that employ various biometric
authentication systems, token-based authentication system etc.
But these solutions providing such high-level security, require
special modification in the design and hence, imply additional
cost. Textual passwords that are easy to use but vulnerable to
attacks like shoulder surfing, various image based, and textual
graphical password schemes are proposed. However, none of the
existing textual graphical passwords are resistant to shoulder
surfing and more importantly to mobile key-logging. In this
paper, an improved and robust textual graphical password
scheme is proposed that uses sectors and colors and introducing
randomization as the primary function for the character display
and selection. This property makes the proposed scheme
resistant to shoulder surfing and more importantly to mobile
key-logging. It can be useful for authentication process of any
smart held device application.
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INTRODUCTION

Access control mechanisms are widely used to protect user
resources especially information asset. The legitimate user is
required to authorize himself by passing the authentication
technique employed on the system [1]. The conventional and
widely used authentication method is login system protected
with a textual password [2]. It is a variable length combination
of alphabets, digits and special characters. Though it provides
considerable security level, this approach has its
shortcomings. To make a textual password robust against
various password-based attacks, user has to select random
characters, and some authentication systems require the user
to change the password frequently. Users for their ease in

remembering the passwords, tend to use either minimum
length allowed for passwords or use common words, names or
simply write them down in a notebook or a system file or use
same password for multiple personal accounts, which makes
the attacks like, dictionary attack, brute-force attack, hybrid
attacks, social engineering attack, dumpster diving attack,
shoulder surfing and key logging attacks possible [17, 19].
To overcome the limitations of Textual passwords,
Graphical passwords are developed and used as an alternative
method for authentication purpose [3]. As the name implies,
this authentication method makes use of sequence of images
or shapes instead of text, as the password.
Graphical password overcomes the drawbacks of textual
password. Studies have shown that human brain can retain
images more easily as compared to text [4, 5], and this
property entitles graphical passwords as a more easily
memorable method [6]. It is comparatively secure than textual
password against dictionary, brute-force, social engineering
and key-logging attacks [2] but vulnerable to shoulder-surfing
attack [6, 20] where authentic user is observed while entering
the password [7].
Graphical password systems can be classified as either
recognition-based or recall-based approach; the latter of which
is further divided into cued recall-based and pure recall-based
approach [2, 7, 18]. In the recognition-based approach, the
user selects a set of images from the available images in the
registration phase which are recognized and reselected in the
same sequence in the login phase. In the second approach, i.e.,
recall-based, the user recalls something that was selected in
the registration phase. For this process there might be a clue
given to the user–cued recall-based or no clue given at all
during login phase–pure recall-based approach; the former of
which is easy to use.
The existing graphical password schemes are divided into
two types; image-based graphical passwords [2, 7, 8] and
textual graphical passwords [1, 7]. In image-based, as name
implies, images / symbols are used for the password. Whereas,
the textual graphical password consists of a pie shape
containing colors and sectors, which further contains different
characters for selection as password. However, image-based
graphical passwords are susceptible to shoulder-surfing attack
as images can be retained easily in mind [4]. Many textual
graphical password schemes are developed but they lack
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efficiency in terms of login time and robustness against
shoulder-surfing and mobile key-logging attacks.
In this paper, we have proposed a textual graphical
password scheme for smart held devices that is resistant to
shoulder surfing and mobile-key logging attacks. This scheme
is a combination of recognition-based and pure-recall based
approach and incorporates randomization on every text
character with a click. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Section II reviews the related work, Section III
explains the working of existing system. Section IV presents
our proposed system and scheme. Section V gives an analysis
of the proposed scheme and lastly, Section VI concludes the
paper.
II. RELATED WORK
S. Wiedenbeck et al. [9] proposed „The Convex Hull Click
(CHC)’ scheme which is a game like graphical authentication
method where user without clicking on the images can select
the graphical password in an unsecure environment. However,
this scheme entails a longer authentication process. The login
time consumption is reduced in a scheme presented by H. Gao
et al. [10] where the author has proposed a graphical password
scheme based on ColorLogin. In this scheme a group of
chosen-color icons are displayed for the user to set as his passicons. The drawback of this scheme is a comparatively smaller
password space and most importantly impracticality for colour
blind users.
Prof Raut et al. [7] have presented another graphical
password scheme that is also based on colours. This proposed
scheme combines colours with textual characters in a pie
chart. The user selects a colour and a sector as his password,
however, only the characters fixed in a sector can be selected
limiting the choice of characters for the user. A similar
scheme is presented by Sumit H. et al. [1] which does not
make use of colour in the pie chart. This scheme has the same
limitation of fixed set of characters in any sector for a user to
select. An image-based graphical password scheme is
proposed by Pooja K. S. et al [8], for ATM systems where
user has to select a sequence of images out of 16 images. The
scheme provides shuffling of these images on every login but
is prone to Hidden-camera attack.
Another image-based scheme is proposed by E. Darbanian
et al. [11] in which a set of images are selected which are
interpreted as characters at the back end. Each displayed
image holds a value of a character that is translated by a predefined table. This scheme, however, is complex as user has to
memorize the characters as well as the associated images.
Mrs. Aakansha S. et al. [2] have presented an image-based
graphical password scheme which is a combination of
recognition and recall-based approach. In this scheme user is
presented with a set of images and questions. The user has to
select a number of images and three questions that are
answered by clicking a specific point on the given images.
This scheme provides a large password space but is inefficient
in terms of time required for the login process. Another
graphical password scheme is proposed by A. Ahmad et al. in
[12] that comprises of textual characters shown in a grid. This
scheme is tested to be robust against shoulder surfing attack
but has high complexity and is not user-friendly.

L. Y. Por et al [13] presents a password scheme that is
based on „digraph substitution rules‟ that hides the activity
performed to drive the password images. This scheme is
resistant against shoulder surfing attacks as user clicks only on
one of the pass images instead of both pass-images. However,
this scheme requires the user to know the digraph substitution
rules hence not very user friendly. Another graphical
password scheme is presented in [14] by GC. Yang in 2017,
and its improvement in 2018. This scheme is based on passposition scheme which is similar to pass-point approach
however in pass-position a relative value of the clicked
location is also accepted rather than an exact value. This
feature makes this approach user friendly but on the other
hand prone to accidental logins, hence less secure.
A. Mishra et al. [6] have presented an image-based
graphical password scheme which is based on falsification
method. This scheme is resistant to graphical password attack
but has poor security against key-logging attacks as user has to
enter the credentials using a keyboard. Another image-based
graphical password scheme is presented by K. Irfan et al. [15]
which use both image-based and test-based approaches. The
user selects few images on registration which are reselected on
login. If these images match with the images stored in
database, the user is asked to change his password by selecting
new images. This approach makes this scheme less practical
for changing the password on every login.
III. EXISTING SYSTEM
The existing system [1] is a type of textual graphical
password scheme that consists of pie that is divided into 6
sectors each having 12 randomly distributed characters in
them. The divided sectors contain 72 characters in all; having
26 alphabets (26 upper case and 26 lowercase), 10 special
characters and 10 decimal digits (0-9). The login page of the
existing scheme is shown in Fig. 1. The user verification is
done in two stages.
A. Registration Phase
The registration phase consists of the following steps;
1) The user selects one of the six sectors from the given
pie shape, that is used as the pass-sector for further logins.
2) The selected sector has 12 of the 72 randomly placed
characters that constitutes the textual password of the user.
3) The sector number and the textual password is
encrypted and stored in the password table in the system.

Fig. 1. Login Screen of the Existing Scheme [1].
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1 numeric, 1 uppercase letter, 1 lowercase letter and 1 special
character.

B. Login Phase
The login phase consists of the following steps:
1) Upon login the system displays the pie shape having 6
sectors.
2) The system places the 72 characters equally divided
among all the sectors.
3) The user has two buttons “Clockwise” and “Anticlockwise” available.
4) The user by using these buttons in desired direction
rotates the sectors in order to match the selected sector number
and the characters of the set password.
5) When the desired sector coincides with the sector
number, the user clicks the “Confirm” button and is allowed to
successfully login into the system.
The existing system offers a fixed set of characters in each
sector of pie for the registration or login phase. Thus, making
the characters predictable, selected as password, as user has to
select whole sector as the pass-sector. Secondly, a fixed sector
containing the complete set of characters of password makes
this approach vulnerable to mobile key-logging attack.
IV. PROPOSED SCHEME
The proposed scheme is an improvement over the existing
scheme and overcomes its shortcomings. It is a combination of
recognition-based and recall-based graphical password
scheme. Similar to the existing scheme, the proposed scheme
is also based on text and sectors contained in a pie. The
architecture of the proposed scheme is shown in the Fig. 2. It
has been developed for Android based smart-held devices
using Android studio, languages used are Java and Android.
The user selects the password from a range of 72
characters randomly distributed over 8 sectors during
registration and login phase. The character set contains 26
upper-case and 26 lower-case alphabets, 0-9 digits and 10
special characters (@, !, #, $, %, *, &, ?, <, >). For securing
the user credentials, the selected password along with other
user-entered information, are hashed using hashing algorithm
SHA-1 [16] and stored in the database, during both
registration and login phase. Moreover, characters are always
shuffled at the run time which will ensure security against
shoulder surfing and mobile-key logging.

The registration phase consists of the following steps:
1) On the registration page (Fig. 4(a)), user is asked to
enter first name, last name and a valid email address. The user
email will be used as username.
2) After filling these fields, the user selects the ‘Generate
password’ button and a new screen appears containing the pie
chart with 8 sectors each having a different colour that are
selected separately (Fig. 4(b)).
3) There are four buttons below the pie chart for the
character selection:
a) First button is of upper-case letters (A... Z), by
touching this button, upper case letters will randomly display
in the sectors of the pie chart.
b) Second button is of numbers (0… 9), by touching this
button, numbers will randomly display in the sectors of the pie
chart.
c) Third button is of special characters (#*$%), by
touching this button, special characters will randomly display
in the sectors of the pie chart.
d) Forth button is of lower-case letters (a… z), by
touching this button, lower case letters will randomly display
in the sectors of the pie chart.
4) User selects the desired color and then selects
characters for his password meeting the minimum requirement
set for the password. The colour and characters are selected by
simply touching the screen on the desired point.
5) Upon submitting the selected graphical password, the
user Email and password are hashed using SHA-1 and stored
in database.
6) After the complete registration process, login page
appears.
Fill form,
enter email
& set
graphical
password

Name,
Email &
hashed
password

Password
hash
Hashing

User

Mobile
Enter
email &
password

The proposed scheme comprises of a user registration and
login phase that are described as follows:
A. Registration Phase
In Registration phase, user has to fill the registration form
which includes First name, Last name and Email. Then user
has to set the graphical password by first selecting the desired
colour from the 8 available colours of the sectors. After that,
the user will select different characters from the pie chart.
When this data is submitted, the password is hashed using the
hashing technique i-e SHA-1 (Secure Hash Algorithm). Fig. 3
shows the user registration process. SHA-1 is the
cryptographic hash function which takes an input and
produces a 160-bit (20 Bytes). Then this hashed password and
all user details are stored into the database. The minimum
requirement for the password is 8 characters that must contain

Registration

Login

At login
email &
password
verify from
database

Password
hash

Database

Verified output

Fig. 2. Proposed Scheme Architecture.
Graphical
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Password
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Fig. 3. User Registration.
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(a)

(b)

(a)

Fig. 4. (a). Example of a Signup Page. (b). Example of Password Generate
Page.

(b)

Fig. 6. (a). Example of a Login Page. (b). Example of Enter Password Page.

V. ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED SCHEME
B. Login Phase
Fig. 5 shows the user login process. When user submits the
email and the graphical password, the entered password is
hashed through the same hashing algorithm and compared
with the already stored hashed credentials of the user in
database. When both the hash values match, the user is
verified and allowed to login to his account. If user forgets his
password, it is sent to the user‟s linked email address.
The login phase consists of the following steps:
1) Step 1 is based on recognition-based approach in which
user has to enter the username i.e., user email address. The
application generates a message of incorrect email if user
enters wrong username (email).
2) After entering the correct username, the user has to
enter the graphical password by selecting the button shown on
the login screen (Fig. 6(a)). It is based on pure recalled-based
approach. The user enters the password that was set during
registration repeating the same procedure as of password
generation (Fig. 6(b)).
3) Let L = length of the set password (exclusive of
selected colour) and I be the ith character of the password.
Whichever of the four buttons of characters are selected, the
characters in the sectors will randomly be permuted if I < L.
4) Once the password is entered, the user submits the
password which is hashed and verified from the database.
Forget password button takes user on the recover password
page in case user forget his password.
Forget
password

Verify Email
and hashed
password
Verified output

Password
Will hash
SHA 1

Check mail
Database

Fig. 5. User Login Process.

∑

(1)

B. Resistant against Accidental Login
The probability of correctly entering any character of the
password is 1/72. The success probability of accidental login
(Pal), with a password of length L, is calculated in (2)
(2)
The comparison of password space and Pal of proposed
scheme with existing scheme [1] is shown in Table I.
TABLE. I.

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED SCHEME WITH EXISTING SCHEME

Feature

Existing Scheme [1]

Proposed Scheme

Pal(L)

Mobile
User

A. Large Password Space
The proposed scheme is resilient against Brute force and
Password guessing attacks. The total number of possible
passwords that can be made with this scheme, make these
attacks difficult. With the 72 characters, 8 sectors and
considering the password length as „L’, our scheme has a very
large password space as compared with the existing scheme
[1] which can be calculated as shown in (1):

Password Space
Select
password

Enter Email

In this section, the security analysis of the proposed
scheme is made against shoulder surfing and mobile-key
logging attacks and a comparison is done with the existing
scheme.

Get password

C. Robust against Shoulder Surfing and Mobile-Key logging
Attack
The proposed scheme is robust against shoulder surfing
and mobile-key logging attacks. The existing schemes have a
fixed set of characters displayed in each sector after the first
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display which shows them randomly but after that, they are
fixed for the whole session of registration or login whereas in
our proposed scheme, the randomization works on every
single click till the length of the password to be selected
during registration or login.
This randomization works independently on each character
and places them in a different sector upon every click thus
decreasing the probability of a sector being selected in the
same sector with the same characters. This increases the
security level of our scheme as character position is totally
unpredictable.

The proposed scheme provides high security against
Brute-force attack as it offers a very large password space as
compared to the existing scheme. The randomization feature,
incorporated with every click, adds robustness against
shoulder surfing and mobile-key logging attacks. In case an
authentic user forgets his password, the password is email to
the user hence adding another layer of security and making an
attacker unable to get hold of the password. The proposed
authentication graphical password scheme is designed for
smart held application and can be easily used as a secure
gateway for any application.

(3)

The work can further be extended by increasing the
number of characters and sectors in the pie, and by also
increasing the number of colours of the sectors. To further
enhance the robustness of this scheme, two factor
authentications can also be incorporated.

(4)

[1]

Let probability of a character to be placed in any sector to
be denoted by P(c) which can be calculated as shown in (3)
and (4).

This factor plays an important role against Shoulder
Surfing attack and mobile-key logging attack as the
probability for the attacker to correctly guess any character on
a given location is substantially low even if he tried to
memorize the password characters and tries to login into the
system.
Another important factor that makes our scheme strong
against shoulder surfing attack is the rotation feature of the
pie chart. The user can rotate colour rim and the sectors
independently in clockwise or anti-clockwise direction. The
selected colour and the sectors don‟t have to be aligned to
enter the password.
This feature enhances the security of our scheme against
shoulder surfing attack. An attacker cannot guess the
associated colour with the characters as they need not be
aligned with any particular sector for the password to work.
The proposed scheme provides strong authentication
process in case of password recovery scenario. If a user
forgets his password, the system sends the password to the
linked email account of the user. This is very beneficial for the
authentic user but any imposter trying to login into the system
cannot access the system in any way.
Thus, our proposed graphical password scheme is highly
secure and easy to use.

[2]

[3]

[4]
[5]
[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

VI. CONCLUSION
User authentication plays a vital role in securing user
accounts and confidential information. In this paper, a new
graphical password user authentication scheme for smart-held
devices is presented which is a combination of recognition and
pure recall-based graphical password approach. With a
combination of colour and alphanumeric characters, this
scheme is viable for users comfortable with textual passwords.

[12]

[13]
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